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About the Book

All of Georgia law enforcement is aware that WMM Advertising-also known as "We Make Millionaires"-is one of the 

biggest and hardest-to-penetrate fraudulent telemarketing firms in the state. But when a tape recording of a man's death 

surfaces that may involve WMM, Atlanta homicide detective Danny Houser realizes that he may actually have the 

smoking gun needed to go after the firm. All he needs is someone inside WMM to sniff out the company's secrets. Soon 

he sets his sights on Alexis Greenspan, aka Nina Coles, the telemarketer's top sales associate. Approaching retirement, 

Houser will do everything in his power to manipulate Coles and solve this one last case...no matter who gets hurt in the 

process.

Discussion Guide

1. What do you think of Reese telling Nina that he had a family?

2. Did Nina appear desperate for love?

3. Should she have taken her children to Georgia with her from the very beginning?

4. Did you ever get the impression that Nina didn?t want her children?

5. Should Nina have tried harder to find her baby, Jatana?

6. What were your thoughts of Cream?

7. What was your opinion about the firm WMM (We Make Millionaires)?
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8. What did you think about Rinaldo? Did he have to run his operation with an iron fist? Or was it totally unnecessary?

9. Should Rochelle have shown more loyalty to Rinaldo?

10. Were you surprised at Rick showing up in the story? Did he fall for Nina a little too quickly?

11. If you were Nina, how would you have handled the situation with Deacon Rutherford, her mother and daughter?

12. What should have been Rinaldo?s fate?

Author Bio

Wahida Clark was born and raised in Trenton, New Jersey. She decided to write fiction while incarcerated at a women's 

federal prison camp in Lexington, Kentucky. Crowned the "Queen of Thug Love Fiction" by Nikki Turner, the "Queen 

of Hip Hop Fiction" herself, Wahida's style of writing is the template for urban literature. When you read her novels, 

they are so real you are convinced of one of three things: you know the characters, you want to know the characters, or 

you are one of the characters.
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